Audit Follow-up: Cost Transfers
Summary
Follow-up on prior audits was included in our Fiscal Year (“FY”) 2016 Audit Plan. The
professional standards for internal auditing require auditors to follow-up on any
recommendations included in prior audit reports.
Background: Internal Audit completed audit report, FY13 - #11, that evaluated cost transfers
related to federal grant accounts. The audit was included in our approved FY 2013 Audit Plan.
The audit report included management responses (“Action Plan”) to our recommendations
and target implementations dates from Sponsored Projects Services (“SPS”).
The audit report contained two findings. The first finding was related to the lack of automated
reporting for cost transfer activity for federal grants. The second finding was related to unclear
internal policy guidance for cost transfers.
Audit Objective: To evaluate whether the open Action Plan items from the November 2013
Action Plan were implemented and are functioning as intended.
Methodology: We accomplished our objective by providing Sponsored Projects Services with
the Departmental Action Plan Status Form, which includes the action plan items from the audit
report. We reviewed the responses provided regarding the status of the action plan items and
the supporting documentation.
Conclusion: We found that SPS requested the system modifications to UAccess Financials and
UAccess Analytics according to the action plan timeline. However, due to system limitations, UITS
was unable to make all of the modifications necessary to automate the calculation of elapsed time
for Cost Transfers for both salary cost transfers (“ST”) and general error correction cost transfers
(“GEC”). The system modification was completed for ST cost transfers, which comprise the
majority of cost transfers (approximately 80%). The modification to automate the monitoring of
GEC cost transfers was unable to be completed as change to the UAccess Financial (“UAF”)
system is required. Currently, all modification requests for UAF are on hold (since the spring of
2014) pending the completion of a major upgrade.
Since the number of GEC cost transfers is significantly less than salary cost transfers, SPS
considers the risk to the University’s ability to maintain compliance with OMB Circular A-21 or
internal policy as low.
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Additionally, the recommended system modification to create a field for users to type in the reason
for the cost transfer was unable to be completed, also due to the UAF upgrade. SPS considers this
modification to be low risk as the existing manual process includes follow-up with the units who
submit the cost transfers. The request will be revisited when the upgrade to the financial system is
complete.
The second finding related to internal guidance related to cost transfers is considered complete as
we found that updates had been made to internal websites that provide cost transfer policy and
guidance.
No further follow-up will be required.

/s/

/s/

Rosemary R Casteel, CISA
Auditor-In-Charge
(520) 626-4235
casteelr@email.arizona.edu

Sara J. Click, CPA
Chief Auditor
(520) 626-4155
clicks@email.arizona.edu
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